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According to the last accounts, Rodil, With !
[From the Eastport Democrat of Oct. 8th.]
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Goulding, Esq. of Perry, a man belonging to
pply of Jeb b’s Liii®
' enfranchisement—of this blending in the sea have for some time past enveloped them. began their operations by storming, forcing St. John, (name not known,) passengers;
not more than above two feet from the floor,
y.— 1 shall pnWysi.
of celestial happiness. Yet longer did he Several skirmishes had taken place, and re into, and destroying the interior of several John Boole, George Kircusand George Stowthe better to enable the party to get into it.
‘ listen ; for the tones of her song carried him ports prevailed that a decisive battle had been houses inhabited by colored persons. Four all, seamen, and the stewardess, a colored girl.
intity, as it is raw»
The
harf nPVPP fought on the 22d of August, which resulted dwellings were more or less broken or injured,
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nt writes: “1 nisi*
reached, and he felt happier in this short in the entire defeat and dispersion of the stroyed ; one of the inhabitants, a black man, ThemsdviM ‘>y clinging tn a piece nf the quar
Carlists. The army of Don Carlos had redeposited in this place of repose.
and imperfect flight, than ever he had felt' treated from Biscay, and retired to the was severely bruised, cut in the face, and had ter deck which was washed upon the rocks.
me more of Jebb’s l>
When the door was closed, I was for the
before. But the lark now dropped sudden’ Basque mountains. As far as one can judge one of his arms rendered powerless ; and Mr. G. was so much bruised as to be unable
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ly to the earth, for her little body was too’ from the imperfect and inconsistent details> other violence was done to the persons and to walk when he got on shore. One of the
its a bottle.
sailors got into the boat at the davits with the
ture of the bedstead which our host consid
heavy and her wings were not large nor‘ given in the French papers, it would seemi property of the class of people to whom he mate and one passenger, for the purpose of
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.
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ful and Debilitating t
strong enough for the pure element.”
saving themselves, hut the mate and passen
ing of a spring outside the door, the bed
This extract is from a beautiful little book We see nothing of importance from .Madrid, hour, and amidst great noise and shouting,
plaint of
was so acted upon by a pulley, that it as translated from the German, by Mrs. Aus- where the state of affairs is represented as far and the sound of missiles coming in contact ger thinking there would be no chance of eswith the buildings disturbed the rest of the. cape that way got on board again, leaving the
cended slowly and smoothly,
through
being tranquil.
---------------_ the tj
entitled “ The Story without an end.” from
citizens adjacent to the scene of action. Thei sailor in the boat, who was soon washed out
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feet of the ceiling. The snoring of the soon be given to the American public. The
diate relief, and in ni»
mult and devastation, was, the reported re. two sailors and one passenger saved themin
a
speech
of
portentous
length,
and
of
a
Scotchman was the signal for touching
is been thoroughly^
cent marriage of a black man to a white« selves by jumping from the bows of the ves
child that is represented as thus let into the somewhat singular character.
sel upon the rocks, as the sea left them bare,
the spring, and he was soon at the proper secrets of nature, seems intended to illdstrate
administration of
Accounts from Constantinople of the 4th woman.—Columbia Pa. Spy.
and as the sea came upon them they held
altitude.-—The servants required no instruc
of
August
state
that
the
Viceroy
of
Egypt,
S’ REMEDY FOBS
the spirit of love and innocence.
C.
fast io the rock until it again receded, when
tions how to act.—In one moment the house
From the Boston Centinel.
under the pretext of rescuing his son from
they would crawl as far as they could before
the
insurgents
in
Syria,
landed
in
that
coun

was in an uproar ; cries of“ fire ! fire !”
As a person was shooting swallows a
another sea came upon them, and in this way
were heard in different directions. A pile of few days ago, at Ospaldwick, he fired at try, and made preparations for a new cam
The Post Office Department.—I wish they finally succeeded in reaching the shore
•oved compound.^’
shavings was set in a blaze opposite the and wounded one, which fell as ¡fits wing paign. In consequence of this movement, through the medium of your paper to advise above the break of the sea.
nd removes the ij^'
The names of those who perished are,
window’ where poor Sawney slept. The was broken, to within a few feet of the earth, the Sultan had hurried all his disposable merchants, &c. on taking their letters from
troops to reinforce the army ofRedschid MeI y accompany thatdW
landlord’s voice was continually heard, ex when another swallow flew directly under hemet Pacha at Sivas. A circular is said to the Post Office, to examine particularly the Thomas Pearce, master ; John Swett, mate ;
post
marks,
and
ascertain
ifthe
postage
is
cor

ie danger of the
claiming, 4 Good heavens I save the poor neath, and bore it gently up. After having have been forwarded to the diplomatic rep rect, as it has become a practice (probably Ebenezer Starboard and Joseph S. Cony, pas
Loins-Headadtf
Scotch gentleman, if possible ; the flames attained a considerable elevation, the bird resentatives of foreign governments at Con in order to diminish the Post Office debt) to sengers, all of this town and all having left
wives and children to deplore their untimely
'¿gestion, and ow
have got into the room just under him ! underneath withdrew its support; but find stantinople, acquainting them with the inten charge double and sometimes treble the fate, also a son of Capt. Pearce about 9 years
tion
of
the
Porte,
to
adopt
coercive
measures
,
At this moment we heard him fall and bel ing the bird was sinking again to the earth,
amount of postage. I have myself, during old. Stephen C. Talbot, a son of J. C. Tal
’atient writes froniti*
low out.—A sudden silence took place— it resumed its station, and once more raised against the Viceroy. The principal reasons ithe last month, received a number of letters bot, Esq. of East Machias, William Fowler
ce to you to inioim*^
every light was extinguished, and the whole it in the air. This was done several times ; given are, the refusal of the latter to pay the which were overcharged, and on which I of Lubec, Samuel Wiggins of St. John, Wm.
>ur Dumfries1 Kt«1!?
house seemed to be buried in the most pro till at last the bird which was wounded flew stipulated tribute, and to evacuate the districts could get no redress, simply because they Featherstonehaugh of Lubec, --------- Smith
of Oursa and Rana, and the necessity of res
metime past, and I*31
found repose.
The Scotchman’s voice away, as if it had not been hurt at all—its cuing the Syrians from the oppressive exac were not opened in the Post Office, in pres from the West Indies, Robert Dyar, sailor,
ence of one of the Clerks—this being a rule and Collins Warwick, cook.
could alone be heard, roaringout in the high companion followed it. This is as remark tions of the Egyptians.
ccessful.”
from which they will not deviate—no, not
The bodies of Messrs. Talbot, Smith and
dialect of his country, for assistance.
Subsequent accounts from Constantinople even if a responsible and respectable mer the cook, were found and interred upon the
¡n the army
able an instance of attachment and sympa
bled for yearsffii»*
At length two of his men servants in their thy in the feathered tribe as we ever heard of the date of the 5th, announce that infor chant should swear that his letters were Island ; that of Mr. Fowler was brought to
mation had arrived there of the death oflbra- charged more than is right.
shirts, entered the room, with a candle just of”—Tyne Mercury.
er found any
Lubec and interred yesterday afternoon. We
him Pacha. It was said that he was defeated
Would it not be well to call a meeting of do not learn that any others have been found.
lit,
and
yawning
as
if
immediately
aroused
; with yours.
.
by the insurgents from Naplooz, and compel merchants at once, and put a stop to these
from their first sleep. They found him
s relief.”
, . 1
To keep plumbs and peaches ripe through led to take refuge in a fortress, where he gross impositions.
Mr. Barry.—A substantial reason may be
A Merchant.
n and Druggist*
sprawling on the floor. “ O dear, sir,
the year.—Beat well together equal quanti was made prisoner, and put to death, to the
[This charge applies to the whole Post Of given, in our opinion, why the Post Master
what’s the matter with you ?’ e Matter !’
the medicine!''
ties of honey and spring water—pour the infinite satisfaction of the Sultan, who pro fice Department, and if the grievance exists General has been continued, in office, not
says he ; ‘ why isn’t the house on fire •?’
i„h|v recoin®'* i
mixture into an earthen vessel—put in the ceeded to take measures to possess himself in a public Department it calls aloud for re- withstanding the superabundant evidence of
4 Not at ail sir.’ ‘ What was the reason of
you to send*0”
his unfitness for the place. The use of the
fruit freshly gathered, and cover them up of Syria. It proved however that the rumor d ress.—Centinel.)
was ill founded, and that Ibrahim had suc
the cries office, fire, then ?’ “ Bless you quite close.
Post Office is Indispensably necessary to se
When any of the fruit is ta ceeded in quelling the insurrection. There
cure the election of Mr. Van Buren as the
sir, you have been dreaming; why there’s
. is quite ini*®1’ *'
From
the
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wash
it
in
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water,
and
it
will
be
appears
to
be
no
doubt
that
war
has
been
d to allar^
successor to General Jackson. The Post
not so much as a mouse stirring, and his
fit for immediate use.
renewed between Egypt and the Po^e. As
We understand that Chief Justice Mellen, Master General’s devotedness to General
honor and the whole family have been
|e Directions
'
the latter is to be supported by the power of who completes the age of seventy in a lew Jackson’s administration, has been suggested
asleep these three hours.” The Scotch
Not so Bad.—‘ Turn out, turn out, or by Russia, the contest may be of a serious na days, and thus becomes, by the Constitution by himself as the probable cause of his being
man now gave up all credit to the testimony
ture, and important in its consequences. The
called so seriously to account in the concerns
of his senses. ‘ I must ha’ been dreaming, golly I’ll sarve you as I did a man t’other Viceroy of Egypt, at the last dates, was at of the State, incapable of holding his office of of his department. It is known that General
the head of the Judiciary, intends immediate
day,
’
hallooed
a
Jonathan,
who,
with
his
gal
indeed, and ha’ hurt myself by falling out of
ly to return to the bar. We say disabled by Jackson wishes to transfer his mantle to Mr.
A Paris Journal says, Admiral de Rigny, the constitution of the State, not by any phyrs- Van Buren, and to elevate him to the ofthe bed.”—1 Hurt yourself, sir i—not much in his lumber box, was about coming in
> but one iswanle '
I hope, the bed is so low
and by this contact with a dandy in his fine gig. The Minister for Foreign Affairs, is on the point ical inability—for though advanced jn h:re i fice of President as his legitimate successor,
beyond th^eommSn bound, Judge M. If Mr. Barry were to be removed, on the
time it had been made to descend to its first affrighted beau, sadly terrified at the mys of marriage with an American lady possess1 even
.
.
ed of an income of 400,000/*. a year, but who 1
singula. >y en- ground of having mismanaged his depaitlevel. The poor Scot was quite confused ; terious threat, turned out, and as brother has two daughters by a former husband, each preserves his own constitution singutu
Jonathan
was
passing,
asked
him
how
it
ergetic and unbroken. His necessaf retire- ment by turning it into an electioneeenug
quite ashamed at disturbing the family ;
of whom, on attaining her majority, will take ment"frmn the bench, we doubt not all «-I | machine, the next Post Master General, who.
begged a thousand pardons ; accompanied was he served the other man. ‘ Why, I one-fourth of this fortune.
........................
is to be lamented, widely
; but the> ,n- ever he might be, would find it necessary )
turned
out
myself.
’
the servants to the door ; closed it after
Letters from Corfu give satisfactory ac. say,
sideration
that
he thus, with chara
uic | be somewhat more
___
Room,No.W>‘ [f
them, and was left once more in the dark.
energy
and
promptness,
returns
.. .rac-; guarded m the means used, and the nicasuies
The Washington, from Canton, is hourly counts from Greece.
.
energy
and
promptness,
returns
to
A serious insurrection is said to have brok tice of the law he has so long and so ably ad- , ado,pied,-lest he might fall under pimhc obrug St'>r%C,‘’catBill
But the last act of the pantomime was not expected at New York, with the small-footefl
.................. , servation> and be ebjjged also to undergo .the
■els, "earC" ,-i*
yet performed. The spring had been im Chinese female. This lady is to be exhibited en out in Upper Egypt.
ministered,—and that with undiminished
power,—takes something from the regret “ searching operation” of the Senate. Phis
mediately touched on closing the door, and as a show ; and some are extravagant enough
ses.
Later from Europe.—By the ship Pacific, which the State and country must naturally would not answer Mr. Van Burei/vi
the bed was soon beyond the reach of our to suppose that if she lives two years, $300,London and Liverpool papers of the 7th ult. feel at his departure from office. We hope The exigencies of his case would require
sconnt to those ”
guest. We could hear him groping about 000 will be realized by her keepers.
were received at New York, 7th inst.
he may yet be long spared to exercise in the quite as much zeal and devotedne s. as little
and uttering frequent ejaculations of aston
practice which he will honor—the same dis scrupulosity, and at least as thorbug . feoing
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London
papers
of
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that
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ishment. He easily found the bed-posts ;
corruption, as has hitherto been prac”s?d.
to a menagerie that had been in Middletown, inconvenience arising from the law, fixing a criminating judgment—the same untiring fac Nothing short of ultra-measures^ i ? snlme
but it was in vain he could endeavor to get Conn, were passing along in the vicinity,
ulties,
and
the
same
strong
and
luminous
pro

scale
of
duties
on
tea,
will
render
its
repeal
otic
e-t the
into it. He moved his hand up and down. when they saw a most inviting heap of ap
fessional talent—which have so long distin devotion, in this department, wou..
iber baVfh?ink,t()Stipf‘
necessary.
necessities of his case. Hence aros 'R'ne
His
leg
was
often
lifted
by
the
way
of
step

guished
him
in
the
place
which
he
has
filled,
ples
in
an
orchard.
In
an
instant
the
fence
of Kennebu“*’
The wife of Don Carlos died at Alverstoke,
cessity of braving public opinion, by keeping
ping in, but always eppppptere^ tlqe floor was prostrated by the huge animals, and with- in England, on the 4th of September. This with so much and so good effect. Index.
m for 0,16 ? hiepro^1
a man not only unfit, but disqualified by pos
is made suitably
upon its descent, He flj|^rM e^l’qmotions OLit Ipss of time they regaled themselves on event is attributed by the English journalists
utVVork-Ho^^
Cholera at Halifax.—Capt. Lane, of brig itive mal-ad ministration, for conduci ng the
to her anxiety respecting her husband.
of surprise, not Jqud, but deep fqf fear of fruit to their perfect satisfaction.
Cordelia, from
Halifax,, 4th inst. states that immensely important and complicated con
Some new disturbances nave
iruin guuiha
have ocuurreu
occurred hi
in voroena,
ns harboring 0 . #!
again disturbing the family.— He concluded
luurciu
iu
In
Salamanca,
a
conspirthe
Cholera
had
entirely disappeared. No cerns, and controlling the pecuniary means,
of said town,^ .
Don Miguel has gone to Malta, under the Murcia, in Spain,
himself to be in the possession of some evil
of that department of the government.
acy
has
been
detected
by
the
civil
magistrates,
cases
were
reported
on the 4th.
i T’
spirit. In short, wfeh it tyas foynfl by his proteefipn of the British Government,
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expressed, that,“ we know of no greater se
Great meeting of Whigs.—The meeting last ’
E1RST BLOOD !■
Cumberland ss.—C. C. P. ?
curity for the rights, liberties and lives of our ____ MAIL ARTICLES.____ evening at Masonic
__ . ___
______
Hall,, was
one_of the largOctober Term, 1834. $
Ä young man named Perry, who was
citizens, than a judicial department that fear
... years. The rre|_z
est held in this city v...
for -----many
WASHINGTON, D. C. SEPT. 29, 1834.
At a meeting of the members ofthe Cum lessly pronounces the law, without regard to
port of the delegates to the Syracuse Conven- it appears S fireman, and according to tta
berland Bar, holden in the Court Room on any consideration but that of supporting the To the editor of the Courier fy Enquirer :
tion was hailed with rounds of applause, who stood iri Intelligencer (Philadelphia)
It
will
be
remembered
by
you,
if
not
by
the first day of the present term : On motion, constitution and laws of the State.” Heaven
the anti-Jackson ranks jn
There were present at least 10,000 persons in Locust Ward
Voted, That Brothers Nicholas Emery, Ste- grant that we may never be reduced to the your readers, that during the month of May the building and neighborhood. Above and
wasl, stabbed
Q
i >------by
J ¿the
“7 hired nruf
*tz phen Longfellow, Samuel Fessenden, James necessity of appealing for justice to a judici last, the President was furious against the below stairs the meeting Was addressed by I
de °®ce J?°^®rs’’on Friday, the 3d
D. Hopkins, Albert Smith, and Joseph Ad ary of a less pure, exalted and independent French Government, for their non-compli various able speakers. »The crowd was s’o. £ ’
ams, be a Committee to prepare and report character than the one you have above des ance with the treaty that they negotiated with great that it was impossible to obtain accu for Inspectors of the General Election ) and
died on Saturday morffihg.
‘ u
to the Members of this Bar, a letter from the cribed. It may not be improper here for me us in 1831. Every body knows that they re rate information for this day’s Gazette.
members of the Cumberland Bar to Chiefj to observe that in my judicial deportment I fused to pay the bill which the Treasury De
The same paper adds—
JV*.
Y.
Gaz.
of
7th
inst.
Justice Mellen, expressive of their sentiments have aimed to be courteous and respectful ; partment drew upon them, and sold to the
“ About twenty men wetfe' carried from the
on the occasion of his retiring from the ]¡still I am persuaded that in the midst of per- Bank of the United States. In my letters of
election ground in Locust Ward, severe!?
Bench.
j | plexities and momentary irritations, I have the lltb and-18th of Mayfl gave you the de [Correspondence of the Courier and Enquirer.] wounded in the riot made by the Jackson
At a meeting of the Members of the Bar i; too often been otherwise. If in such instan- tails on this subject, and expressed doubts as
WASHINGTON, D. C. OCT. 6th, 1834.
men.”
“
holden on the third day of the Term, the |! ces the feelings of any have been uninten as to the final adjustment of this* affair, with
Mr. Perry was one of the thousands who
The news from France is of a most un
Committee reported the following letter from | tionally wounded, I have abundant reason out there was, on the part of ourgovernment, pleasant character. It is said, and I believe have lately seceded from the Jackson party
the Bar to the Hon. Prentiss Mellen, which ]j for believing that the fault was as readily for- a change of the whole character of the nego truly, that Mr. Livingston abandons all hope and it is to the rage excited by this circum’
was .read, unanimously accepted and ordered j given by them, as it was regretted and con tiation. I contended that the French Cha'rn- of an adjustment of existing difficulties with stance that his death is to be attributed.
bers had the right, as well as the power to re that government ; and that no further attempt
to be communicated by the Committee to the demned by myself.
Chief Justice, on the 10th of October.
On returning this day to the Bar, old as 1 fuse the appropriation, and that the French will be made on his part to settle them.
The United States Gazette says—“ A com
To the Hôn. Prentiss Mellen, Chief Justice am, for the purpose of deriving a competency ministers had not only informed Mr. Rives of Without asserting that this intelligence is of mittee has been appointed to make inquiries
this
fact,
but
had
expressed
their
apprehenfor
my
family
in
the
honorable
pursuits
and
of the Supreme Judicial Court of the State
ficially received, I am warranted in saying. into the circumstances' of Mr. Perry’s death •
sions tbiot
that thn
the Cnorvikiiva
Chambers would not supply ! that ¡t has reached the diplomatique circles and to report at a very early day ; probably
employments of my profession, I hope and cinna
of Maine.
the money. The plain truth is, and it ought through a channel which may be considered to-morrow. It is now understood that Mr. P
Sir—The Cumberland Bar have deputed ; presume that I shall experience from my nnt
tn ha rl icrrn icurl
frnm tl>«
.
r,, . .
.
.
.
J
us to address you on your retiring from the j brethren as much urbanity, kindness and so not to be disguised from the people, the demi official. It is an unfortunate and mor- stood in the Whig ranks and voted the Whim
whole
negotiation
was
a
piece
of
quackery,
tifying
event
cial
feeling,
as
I
have
invariably
received
of
Wbat
measures
the Executive ticket, bearing upon it the names ,of his employ,
exalted station of Chief Justice of our Su
preme Judicial Court, which you have for attention, respect and assistance while on the intended for electioneering purposes. The j wi|| deeni j‘t expedient“ “toiecomm^nff feZ er, and the man with whom he served his time.
over fourteen years filled with so much hon bench. Be pleased, Gentlemen, to accept for treaty was, on our part, a bad treaty, and yet, | matter of great uncertainty. It is probable
It is stated to us that he was counted off
the Cumberland Bar, and for yourselves in for the purpose of lauding the diplomacy of that they will be of a warlike character ; but among the Whigs, and at the time of receiv
or to yourself, and advantage to the State.
nnr Executive,
rLxpr.ntiVA. not
not nn
v the
thp American,
A
r •
i
. *
.
our
only
but
dividually,
the
assurance
of
the
gratitude,
I incline to the opinion, that Congress will
Deeply regretting the loss to the Court of
the French people, and their functionaries, confine their legislation, on this subject, to ing the wound of which he died, was stand
your talents, they cannot permit the event to friendship and esteem of
ing quietly apart from the crowd, and as
have
been
made
to
believe
that
we
have
over

Your
friend
and
brother,
mere commercial regulations.
pass, without testifying the high respect,
might have been supposed, from danger.
reached
them,
and
they
now
refuse
to
fulfil
(Signed)
PRENTISS MELLEN.
Mr. Livingston’s health is very precarious,
which they feel for your public and private
While we deeply deplore the fatal event
the
arrangement.
October 11th, 1834.
and he has retired into Switzerland, in the as well on account of those who directly suf
character, and the cordial recollection, which
In my letter of the 14th of May, 1834, I hope of improving it.
they cherish of the able manner, in which the
fer therefrom, as for the credit of the city We
To Nicholas Emery, Stephen Longfellow,
trying duties of Chief Justice have been per James D. Hopkins, Samuel Fessenden, Al say—“ Hopes are entertained here, that mat
cannot include in the censure which such an
ters
may
yet
be
adjusted.
It
may
be
so
;
but
formed.
Parties in Indiana.—The Indiana Journal, I outrage deserves, the whole of the Van Bubert Smith and Joseph Adams, Esquires.
I
do
not
{think
they
will.
”
And
now
after
And we deem it fortunate for the adminis * On motion, Voted, That the Secretary of
published at the seat of Goverujn^nt of the j ren party.
tration of Justice in our highest Court, that the Bar be directed to enter the correspond the lapse of nearly five months, what are the State, in reference to the relative strength of
The sanction which that party has given
prospects
?
1
regret
to
reply,
very
unpropiour Executive called to the Bench the aid of ence between the Members of the Bar and
parties in the newly elected Legislature, to violence on the days of elections, deserves
tious.
says :
the long experience, you derived from ex Chief Justice Mellen at lengthen the Records,
deep reprobation ; but homicide is chargeable
I have great reason to believe, that recent
tensive practice in the Courts of Massachu and publish in the public papers of this City,
“ We are personally acquainted with a directly only upon those who struck the blow
despatches
from
France,
are
of
a
most
unfa

setts and New Hampshire with the sages of the correspondence, together with the pro
large portion of the members, and we assure or were privy to the intention ofthe wicked
the Law, the ornaments of the New England ceedings of the Members of the Bar in rela vorable character. It is said that the King our readers, with entire confidence, that there perpetrator.
gave
Mr.
Livingston,
personally,
the
strongest
Bar.
tion to the same.
assurances that the necessary appropriations is a decided majority of the Legislature in MORE VIOLENCE THREATENED
So many new questions were necessarily
I certify that the above is a correct copy would be made, as soon as the Chambers con joint ballot, and a majority of each branch
We copy the following paragraph from the
presented to the learned tribunal, of which from the Records of t he Cumberland Bar.
opposed to the leading measures Pennsylvanian of Saturday. It is the first as
vened. The elections had terminated in a separately,
you were Chief, on the first organization of
the present administration, and that a still piration for a bloody victory, after a scene of
GEORGE W. PIERCE,
manner that seemed to justify the assurance. of
our Government, that notwithstanding the
larger majority are opposed to the successor indescribable fury on Friday. We copy it to
Secretary of the Cumberland Bar.
The
advices
which
have
been
received
from
lights which arose from judicial decisions in
ship of Mr. Van Buren.
show our citizens the grounds that are to be
our minister in France, it is said, contain the
ouEparent State, it is with pleasure and pride,
The office of Chief Justice of the Supreme unpleasant tidings, that Dupin and the Minis
occupied.
we look back and discover the lucid exposi Judicial Court of this State has within a few
Robert Temple of Rutland, ( Vt.) and Presi
try,
when
applied
to,
on
the
subject,
actually
GT*“ The city, WE CAN AND WILL
tion of principles by our own judges, in novel j days, become vacant by the operation of that
dent of the Rutland Bank, was found dead in
cases, deeply affecting the political rights of clause of the Constitution, which vacates the refused to take any step, and declared them his yard, on the 6th inst. The verdict of the CARRY. If the Democrats do their duty at
our community. And we cheerfully bear seat of any Judge when he shall have attain selves totally opposed to a fulfilment of the Coroner’s Inquest was that he came to his the General Elections, the spoilers will be
testimony to the integrity and impartiality, ed the age of seventy years. The duty and treaty of 1831. I fear those rumors are well death by the accidental discharge of his fowl routed and driven from the high places, and
with which the legal controversies, agitated responsibility of nominating a successor on founded, and that our merchants have noth ing-piece.—He died instantly—the charge Philadelphia rescued from the hands of those
who now oppress her. The North and the
in the Court of final resort here, have been the bench, has now devolved upon the Gov ing to hope, until Congress shall deem it ex having entered his body near the heart.
South are ours, and now a determined onset
decided since our separation from Massachu ernor, and that of approving or disapproving pedient and proper to adopt some measures
having a bearing on the case. The probabil
on the Centré, will give a compact, unbroken
setts.
upon the Council. There is not an inhabi
In the case of Morrison, indicted for hav
The powers of analysis and acute discrim tant of the State, however young or old, ity is, that we are much worse situated, in ing embezzled $3900, bills of the Newbury triumph. We will not be content with the
ination, united with depth of research, dis however ignorant or well informed, however reference to our affairs with France, than if (Vt.) Bank, entrusted to him to be delivered partial victory, glorious as it is—the WHOLE
MUST be ours; AND WILL BE, or we
played in the opinions ofthe Court, have se poor or wealthy, however humble in life or no treaty had been negotiated.
What adds greatly to the motifying posi to the Agents of the Bank in Boston, the Jury are MUCH MISTAKEN !”
cured, for their decisions, the respect of the exalted in character and reputation, who has
yesterday morning brought into Court a ver
learned anti the worthy of our sister States. not a deep interest in the appointment to be tion in which Gen. Jackson has placed us dict of Not Guilty.
A more direct appeal to violence and bru
tal force we never saw in print. If the peo
We know of no greater security for the made. Every citizen has a persona] interest with the French Government is, that Mr.
rights, liberties and lives of our citizens, than in the manner in which justice is adminis Rives’vauntings about the treaty has destroy
of Philadelphia are to have their liberty,
The New Jersey Democrat, of Saturday ple
their right of suffrage dealt with in this way’
a judicial department that fearlessly pronoun tered among us. There is no man who may ed all confidence in our administration, as last, has the following paragraph i
then is the destruction which Van Burenism
ces the Law, without regard to any consider not in the course of events, and that too with high minded and honorable men ; while the
“ Jill's fair in Politics J—The Philadelphia
ation, but that of supporting the Constitution out any fault on his part, find his property, his usurpation of power, and the distracted state Ward Elections took place yesterday. Three threatens,- anticipated by several years.
of our domestic concerns, has led the Paris-'
and Laws of the State.
reputation, his happiness, and even his life
or four stage loads of Jackson voters from the
As you close your Judicial labors in the put in issue before our highest judicial tribu ians to believe that our Union is on the verge city of Trenton, went down to help !
[From the Philadelphia National Gazette.]
full fruition of bodily and mental vigor, and nal. Who in such an event and under such of dissolution ; and, therefore, they laugh to
We
take from the American Sentinel, the
scorn
the
idea
of
our
taking
coercive
steps
to
only in consequence of a limitation of time, circumstances, would not feel the inestimable
District Court.—The U. S. District Court subjoined account of the parade which occu
perfectly understood by you on accepting the value of an intelligent, upright and independ compel them to do us justice.
held a term last week in Wiscasset. Having pied the attention* of so large a part of the
THE SPY IN WASHINGTON.
high office, which you leave : we hope for a ent judiciary ? The uneasiness and anxiety,
been drawn on the grand jury we had an city,- yesterday afternoon.
renewed association with you ' at our bar, therefore, which now pervade the public
opportunity to hear the eloquent charge of
From the Lynn Record.
w The funeral of Mr. William Perry took
that we may continue to be aided by your mind on this subject are not without founda
Judge Story ; but no business whatever came place yesterday afternoon from the residence
learning and wisdom. We shall rejoice to tion. The people have reason to be anxious.
Trial of Young Frothingham.—The trial of before the grand jury and' very little before of his mother, in Locust, between Ninth and
have before our eyes, and among us, the ex England has had her Jeffries, France her
ample of kind and benevolent feelings and revolutionary tribunal. Of all the modes of Wm. P. Frothingham, of this town, at the the trials jury. This absence of criminal Tenth streets, and was attended by an im
strict integrity, of assiduity and untiring ap oppressing a people which tyranny can in Court of Common Pleas recently held in this cases would be a very gratifying circumstance mense assemblage, consisting of the Fire
if we could persuade ourselves that no offen Company of which be was a member, with
plication, that
...... you have always exhibited. vent
veut ur
or iusoii
resort to,
io, that
uiai oi
of mmcimg
inflicting vengeance j county, for a felonious assault—cutting the
and which must animate every member of upon individuals, and gratifying personal ma- throat of Wm. Frothingham with intention ces had been committed against the laws of several others ; the several Democratic Asso
our profession, who would expect or deserve lignity under color of administering justice is to murder, was on several accounts one of the United States. Among the offences ciations of the city,- the Northern Liberties,.
eminence.
eminence.
the most oc
JiOus and detestable. ~ We have great interest. The act itself, considering the clearly defined by the Judge, he mentioned Kensington, Spring. Garden, Southwark and
odious
•
above all we are satisfied that whether constitutional provisions intended as checks youth of the lad, the great deliberation under the detention of letters and papers apd the xMoyamensing,. together With a large number*
m office, or out of it, the highest honor, which ! against judicial
misconduct. These, it is which it was perpetrated, the absence of all examination of their contents by officers of of other citizens. We counted in the proces
_
can attach to any one, in this life, is that of now well understood, are of little practical provocation, the relationship and intimacy of the post office. If all who ate guilty of these sion nearly four thousand men. Persons
the parties, and the subtlety and unrelenting offences had been presented to the grand jury
being a good citizen of the republic.
efficacy. Our principal dependence is and feeling of the criminal during the examina there would have been business enough we were in attendance from every section of the
county, and we noticed a body of nearly a
NICHOLAS EMERY.
must be upon the personal character of our tion and the whole interval between the com suspect.—Kennebec Journal.
hundied from Camden,. New Jersey. The
STEPHEN LONGFELLOW. j ud ges.—Jeffersonian.
mission of the crime and trial, rendered it one
streets through which it was known the feJ. D. HOPKINS.
of unparalleled malignity.
SAMUEL FESSENDEN.
We were some surprised to find a Tory neral was to pass in its progress to RonaldIt is a remarkable fact in the history of ev
The criminal, whose parents live in Dan
ALBERT SMITH.
ery free people that has ever existed on earth, vers, is 15 years of age—had been an appren gain in three or four towns in this county at son s Grave Yard were lined with spectators.JOSEPH ADAMS.
that the uninformed and ignorant joined to tice several months to George Alley, 3d. who the late election, and could not help thinking We have rarely, if ever, known, the public
Portland, October 10, 1834.
mmd to be more highly excited on any occa
the debased and .floating classes of the com carries on the business of shoemaking. Wm. that there was something wrong about it sion.
”
J
At a meeting of the Members of the Cum munity have always been made the instru Frothingham, his cousin, a very steady and We have now received some light on the
subject
in
relation
to
two
towns.
The
impression,
which
this
procession*
berland Bar, holden on the 11th of October, ments of destroying the liberties of their amiable young man, was another apprentice,
It is stated that in Avon, when the people made upon us, was of the most painful kind, ’
A. D. 1834, the following answer was receiv country. Who are the adherents at the pres 18 years old, working in the same shop, and
ed from the Hon. Prentiss Mellen to the let ent day of Don Carlos and the inquisition in having the oversight of Win. P. Some ap had all assembled, the Selectmen made an and wholly distinct from any political sensa
ter from the Members of the Bar, addressed Spain ?—the lowest and most ignorant class parently very slight offence had been taken harrangue to them, saying it was very impor tion. We may presume that the mass of
es of the community. Who were the adhe by the latter, at some fault found in his work tant that they should act in harmony and ad those who formed the train were actuated by
to him on the 10th inst.
vising by all means a unanimous vote for the the ordinary motives on such occasions ; but
Gentlemen,—Your kind and respectful rents of the tyrant Don Miguel in Portugal ?— the day before the crime, when he said to the tory ticket. The poll was then opened and the presence, place and demeanor of the Jackoommunicatfon of yesterday has been receiv the same mass of ignorance and blind fanati former, “if I am ever hung it will be for kill without any list of voters, a general rush
ed and it demands my most grateful acknowl cism. In every age and in every country ty ing you.” Nothing farther was said or took place and the votes were deposited, 108 son party leaders and office-holders, and the
edgments to the members ofthe Cumberland ranny and oppression have found their most thought of it at the time.—They went to bed for Dunlap and 23 for Sprague—being a few extent and course of the* march with the dead
Bar, whom you represent, and to you person ready and willing instruments in the unin as usual, the criminal, Wm. P. F. sleeping more votes in the whole, we guess, than there body, rendered their object unequivocal,
buch a use of human blood so dismally shed,
ally for the flattering terms in which their formed and debased portion of the popula with a young man of the bouse, and Wm. F. are voters in town.
the perversion- of funeral obsequies into1
sentiments have been conveyed to me. It tion. Hence it was that the enlightened fath with a young son ofMr. Alley, 11 or 12 years
In Brighton, another dark corner, we are
has been read with feelings more easily con ers of American liberty were so anxious for old, all in one chamber. Wm. F. awoke informed that some 18 br 20 persons from an an electioneering artifice calculated to ^excite
sanguinary passions and produce more recipe
the establishment and multiplication of about sunrise the next morning, crying out
ceived than expressed.
unincorporated place called Ford’s Town,
On any ordinary occasion such a token of schools and seminaries of learning, and for that his throat was cut, which awoke the oth came forward and voted, all for Dunlap— rocal hatred and murderous violence,—by
regard and approbation would have excited the general diffusion of instruction and infor ers. Wm. P. F. at the same time running these persons had not been taxed in Brighton whatever political sect, must be earnestly
highly pleasing emotions ; but it is peculiarly mation among the great mass of the commu down the stairs and unfastening the doors.— we are told, and of course had no right there condemned and deplored by all moralists and
Christians. There could scarcely be a worse
dear.and acceptable at this crisis, when the nity. And hence it is that every judicious No other person in the house was up. There to vote.
profanation of the Sabbath. The exposition
interesting connexion which for the last four parent should be more solicitous to give his was a gash cut in his neck with a sharp in
There are two other towns which gave a
teen years has subsisted between the Cum children a good education, than to leave them strument, 4 or 5 inches in length, and three- gain for the Tories from which we have re of Caesar’s corpse, and Mark Anthony’s ora
berland Bar and myself—and indeed, the Bar a fortune.—Jeffersonian.
fourths of an inch in the deepest part, but ceived no intelligence, but it is more than tion over it for the purpose of rousing the*
of Maine and myself,—has been so recently
without cutting the wind-pipe or jugular vein. probable that the gain is attributable to foul populace to a mortal fury and destroying the'
Messrs. Homer & Palmer, Editors of the The shop near the house, where Mr. Ailey play of some sort. We would just ask, for in Republican association and their cause at
dissolved by the constitutional termination
of my Judicial life.
Commercial Gazette, have purchased of Mr. used to shave and keep his razor, was found formation, why it is that almost every out-of- Rome, are examples which we would not ex
pect to see followed in a Republican commu
Even at the age of seventy, it is adapted not William Beals his interest in the property of unlocked, and the razor, with a drop of fresh the way and secluded town and plantation is nity, or by any body of men styling them
only to awaken the liveliest gratitude, but to that Journal, and propose henceforward, to blood on it, was found in its usual place.— almost unanimous for the Tory ticket ? Is selves Christians and lovers of order and
warm my heart and give to its pulsations conduct it on Whig principles. In their pro The shop had also been found by Mr. Alley it because the people in such places are more justice.
unlocked the evening before, after it had been enlightened and better informed than they are
much ofthe ^mpratipn of youth. It is not spectus, these gentlemen observe that
It is not known,—it does not appear,—that
strange, wiyle/njoying the pleasures whiqh
“The support—however humble and in locked, and after Wm. P. F. had gone to bed. in older and larger towns ?
the unfortunate Perry died by premeditated
Wm.
P.
F.
was
found
in
a
barn,
cleaning
a
your goodness and partiality have afford.ed considerable—which this Gazette has for
Somerset Journal.
assassination,—nor has it been determined to«
me, if I do not pause to consider how much, some years given to the administration, was horse, as his usual practice was in the morn
which political denomination he finally be
ing.
The
crime
was
laid
to
him,
which
he
I fear, you have overrated my humble labors given honestly and sincerely. But as many
The Mills of Col. John Black,, which were longed. His ease may have been a mere*
during my official course. - Yesterday that of its recent measures have appeared to us to denied, and continued ever after to deny.
The crime was committed on the 1st of burnt down this spring on this river, have chance medley ; he probably fell by a blow
course was ended.
be entirely at variance with the genius and
wildly and indiscriminately dealt in a pro
At such an hour it is pleasant to enpy the spirit of our republican institutions—with the August. It appeared that Wm. P. F. had been raised, and will probably be completed miscuous affray ; and he is claimed by both’
consciousness that I have faithfully endeav prosperity and happiness of our country«—we deliberately gone to his master’s shop, after this fall. The frame is one ofthe best that parties. All the circumstances and the gen
ored to discharge the duties of the office ac could not, consistently with our own send«, it was locked the evening before, taken his has been built in this part of the country.
eral nature of this disaster strike us as teach
Ellsivorth Advertiser.
ceptably—declining no labor or fatigue which ments and feelings, commend them in the razor to bed with him and probably slept
ing a lesson of future mutual forbearance and
with
it
under
his
pillow,
with
which
he
com

those duties required.
columns of our paper. Nor did we, under
Suicide.—The Hallowell Free Press learns a common resolve to prevent a recurrence of
I feel conscious also that on all occasions the circumstances in which we were then mitted the horrid act immediately after wak that a man by the name of Ebenezer Brown, it by more temperate conduct. Let every
ing
in
the
morning.
No
account
of
the
act
I have acted with integrity and directness of placed, feel called upon pointedly to censure
effort he made to detect and punish the guilty,.
of Jay, committed suicide on Friday last.
purpose, under the influence of a deep sense them. Our course for some months past has, or any thing relating to it could be extorted
according to law ; but to raise a cry of mere
from
him.
He
remained
silent
and
apparent

of responsibility to Him who seeth the heart consequently, been one of neutrality ; but we
The Limington Recorder says that James vengeance, and that as diffusive and despe
and knoweth ail things. Thus far, I trust the now intend to throw off that character, and ly unmoved during the examination before the McArthur,
Esq. of that town, has- raised the rate as the action of large political'arrays and
justice,
and
exhibited
throughout
more
the
to
give
a
decided,
manly,
but
temperate
sup

ermine of justice has not been soiled by any
present
season,
from vines planted in his gar assemblages can make it, is repugnant to all
cunning
and
subtlety
of
an
old
and
hardened
agency of mine. I have aimed at truth and port to the principles of the Whig party—or
den
in
1830,
sixteen
bushels of the Isabella, social duty and welfare, and to all religious1
offender,
than
one
of
his
age.
The
charac

legal correctness and carefully searched to at least to such of them as we shall consider
sentiment and obligation. It is, indeed, an
Catawba
and
Elsingburgh
Grapes.
ter
given
of
him
was
that
of
a
bad
boy,
par

find them ; how far these endeavors have beneficial to the great interests of the country.
awful precedent. We write as we feel at
ticularly
of
a
malignant
temper.
He
was
been successful, it is the province of others to Towards Mr. Van Buren, who is to be the
this juncture—not as political zealots, but as
sentenced
last
week
to
ten
years
hard
labor
in
Litigation.
—
For
the
benefit
of
those
who
decide. On this point it is a source of grat candidate of the administration party for the
advocates ofthe essential rules and morals of
the
State
Prison.
The
wound
of
the
injured
are
really
troubled
to
know
how
our
forty
ification to me to remember the harmony Presidency, we have ever entertained an un
man is slowly healing—his health yet lawyers thrive, we will state that there are humanity and patriotism,
which has long existed among the members qualified dislike : and in the coming contest, young
feeble.
about 1000 cases on the docket of the C. C.
of the Court: the concert in which we have therefore, this Gazette will be found in the
A late number of the Richmond Enquirer
P. now in session here, and probably a great comtams a letter describing an altercation
proceeded and the important aids I have con ranks opposed to the advancement of that
A
great
number
of
Vessels
are
lying
unem

er number will be entered this term.
stantly received from the learning and re gentleman.”
which took place between the President of
ployed in the different parts of the U. States
Bangor Daily Whig 7 th inst.
searches of my brethren. May they be pre
the United States and an innkeeper, while the
at
a
daily
expense,
in
course
of
decay,
and
served in health and usefulness and, in union1 The report of the loss of the British ship
former was on his route to- Tennessee. The
with the loss of interest. Yet merchants are
Jonathan M’Carthy, a representative* in innkeeper being a Whig, the General refused
with a new associate, long adorn the seat of Sybelle and several hundred passengers, on called aristocrats if they dare to complain !
justice. I most sincerely and solemnly con- St. Paul’s Island, turns out to be a fabrication The Tories expect them to be grateful for Congress from Indiana, formerly a Jackson- to take breakfast at his house, with the other
man, has renounced the principles which] stage passengers. The letter vouches for the’
cur in the all-important sentiment you have ofa sailor boy at Pictou, to obtain charity.
• impoverishment 1
Gen. Jackson now advocates
i President’s good behaviour on this occasion.
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Unparalleled Öpficial Impudence.—
Vermont.—The Legislature óf this State j
ttBxvæa
[Froni Zion’s Advocate.]
Our readers are probably aware that the Post assembled on Thursday, 9th inst. E. N. Briggs
The
members
of
the
Baptist
Pastoral
Con

PROBATE
NOTICES.
Office Committee of the Senate, who had not was, c^,osen Speaker of the House pro tern,
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1834.
vention
in
York
county,
are
requested
to
time » complete their ¡mitigation of the af- p"oVm on^e 5°^ bailot" ’offida“
a Court of Probate held at Limttick, withiii
meet at the house of Dea. John Taylor, in
WHIG VICTORIES.
find for the County of York, On the first,
Kennebunk,
on
Wednesday
the
5th
day
of
fairs
of
the
Pokt
Office
Departrrient
during
committee
appointed
to
examine
the
vBtes
Connecticut.—The Conhecticut Couratff
•Monday of October, in the year of our Lord
Nov. next, at one o'clock P. M. Those
df the 13th inst. publishes returns of thé the last session of Congress, assembled at the> for Governor, &c. reported that there wa&fio churches which have riot paid in their mbhey
eighteen hundred and thirty four, by the
bhoice of Governor, Lt. Governor or TrO&SHonourable WM. A. HAYES; Jud& of
votes for three Members of the present Con seat of Government a few days since to con Wer, by the People, and also, that twelve fier- for domestic missions; are requested to for
said Court :
s.
tinue
the
examination.
Among
other
caseà
Oct. 15, 1834.
gress, (to supply vacancies-,) at the election oh
soiis were chosen-Councillors, having a piii- ward it to that place.
ARAH MASON, ?dtninistfotrix bf the
the 6th inst., from all the towns except two*. which câble before this committee, was that: rklity of votes. Mr. Briggs was then choseii
estate of SimoiY Maso^, late of KenneThé Trustees of thé Ühion Academy will
The highest whig candidate has 16,963 votes ; bf thé féffioval of the Postmaster at Putnam,, Speaker of the House without opposition hold a meeting in the Wasbington-hall at
bUrik-port, in said county,1 deceased, having
fihd
Edward
D.
Barber,
Clerk.
—
Henry
F.
the highest tory candidate 16,620, and the Ohio, about two years ago. Hehiy Safford, James was elected President of the Council. Kennebunk, on the first Thp^day in Novem presented her seebnd account of administra
tion of the estate bf skid deceived,’ for allowhighest anti-masonic candidate 1136. It was a very faithful and capable officer, iVa§ re
In Convention, Mr. Palmer (the present ber next, at 10 o’clock, A.. M.—Punctual at ahêe.î- ......... . ...................... ..
moved
and
a
Mr.
Herron,
a
mah
of
bad
char

tendance
is
earnestly
desire^,
as
important
reported that the two towns from which ho re
inedthbent) was chosen Governor—the votes
ORDERED—That the said a'ddiinistràtri^
ter, was appointed in his place. Herron con werfi; for Palmer (supported by the anti-ma- busihesâ will come before (the board.
turns had been received gave a majority bf64
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
J. BallArd, Sec.
tinued
in
the
office
some
fifteen
or
eighteen
sons
and
Whigs)
147
;
Bradley
(Tory)
13
;
ing a copy of this pfdettò be published three
for the tory ticket. The whig ticket; has, there
months, during which time fie ibade no re- j Scattering 8. Lebbeus .Edgerton was cho
weeks successively in the Kéiïnèbùnk Ga
fore, prevailed by a small plurality; The
sen
Lt.
Governor,
having
114
out
of
214
votes.
HYMENEAL
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,1
turn to the Departniéfit, and then absconded Augustine Clark was elected Treasurer and
whig vote is less by about 1500 than at the
MÀ.KRIED In this town, on Tuesday eve that they may appear at a.Probate Court to
taking with him the avails of the office. No Timothy Merrill, Sefcretafj of State.
gubernatorial election last spring. This di
ning
last, by Rev. Mr. Smith of Kennebunk be held at Alfred, in slid eoüfity, on thé,
suit was commenced by the Department
port. Càpt. Charles Williams, to MìssDìan- first Monday in November next, at ten of
minished vote is attributablé altogether to the
(t/2’An afiti-Slavery State Convention; foi1 tiìà L. FisifE.—On Monday evening last, bv the the clock in the forenoon, and sheW càuse; if
apathy of the whigs, who Were too sanguine against the suretiëS of Herron, and they are
the formation of an anti-Slavery Society; was same, Mr. Isaac Lord, to Miss Ann Frances any they hav^, why the said account Should
now
released
frotn
their
responsibility.
The
of success. The tories are grievously disap
Grant.
not be allowed.
held at Augusta on Wednesday last. A Mr.
In Boston, oh Monday evening last, by Rev.
pointed at this result—they felt confident of Committee, considering it their duty to inquire
Attest, Wm. CutteR Allen, Register.
Thompson from Scotland, who has bbefi sent Mr. Robbins, Mr. Geörge Wise, of this toWn
A true copy—Attest,
the election of their candidates and in some into the causes of the removal of Safford and
to Miss Mary D. GììoPrìch, of B.
over
the
waters
to
enlighten
us
on
the
sub

Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
instances raised the shout of victory—rather the appointment of Herron, addressed the fol
Kennebunk-fiort, Mr. NahumTÌaléy, jiin.
Oct. 11.
ject of Slavery, was expected to address tfiO to In
lowing note to the Post Master General
_________ :--- ________________________ _________ ___________ _
‘
Miss Jane Fairfield,£ both ofK.
prematurely, however, it appears.
meeting. It was expected, also, that Mr. Gar
In Boston, Mr. John H. TiBbets, formerly of Ata Court of Probate held at Limerick, with
To the Hon. William T. Barry,
rison would be present, and that the proceed Saco, to Miss Emeline A. Bacon, of Ware,N. H.
in and for the county of York, on the firsi,
Post Master General.
Maryland.—The election of members of
Monday in October, in the year of our Lord
¡Sir i—The Committee of the Senate oh the ings of the meeting would be characterized ( At Great Fallä, (SomefswoFthJ Mr. James
the House of Delegates, in Maryland, took
Porter of Berwick; to Miss Mehitabìe Goodwin
eighteen hundred and thirtyfour, by the Hon.,
Post Office ask for the inspection Of all the orig
place on Monday last. The Whigs are tri inal letters and papers in your office concern by the true Garrisonian spirit. We have of Lebanon.
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said
In
Palmyra,
Me.
^5tìi
tilt.
Mr.
Nathaniel
An

Court :
umphant—they have achieved a most ‘glori ing the removal of H. Safford, and the appoint heard nothing respecting its movements;
drews of Waterborough, to Miss Olive G. GoodM. MERRILL, Executor of the last
vVin, of Berwick.
ous victory.’ In Baltimore city two Whig ment of J. Herron, as Postmasters at Putnam
Deserved tribute of Respect.—Ouf
Ohio.
’
Will of Eli Cole, late bf Buxton, in
'delegates were elected by 314 votes major Fery respectfully, sir, your obedient servant. readers will find, in the preceding, columns,
said cbfinty; yeoman, deceased, having pre
OBITUARY.
ity. In 1832 the votes in this city were for
sented hiè’second account of aflinii.isiraticrf
PBL1X GRUMDY, Chairman.
a Very interesting correspondence between
Washington, 2^d Sept., 1834.
Jackson 5025—anti-Jackson 4248. Jackson
DIED—In Wells, on Tuesday last, Miss Abi of the estate bf said deceased, for allowance '
Judge Mellen, who a few days since retired
ORDERED—That the àaid Executor give
To this note the Post Mastef General Re from the office of Chief Justice of this State, gail, daughter of Samuel Curtis, Esq. aged
majority 777.
For seven years past, the
16 years.
notice to all persons interested, By causing à
Jackson party have been able to carry the plied at great length,—positively Êeeusing to and the members of the Cumberland Bar.
Id York, Widow Lucy Winn, aged 82 years. copy of this order to be published three
tiity, on all party questions, with a majority of furnish the letters aild papers âskéd for,—and We doubt not that our readers will derive
In Saco, 14th inst, Lucy B.igelow, only daugh weeks successively in the Ketinebdnk Gazette,
ter of Col. Isaac Emery.—On the 13th, Mrs. printed at Kennebunk, in said county, that
from 500 to 800 votes. Now the average caused his reply to be published in the offi
much pleasure from its perusal. Judge M. Lydia, wife of Mt. Samuel Hodgdon, ao-ed 43 they may appear at a Probate Court to be
Whig majority is 314, and the Whig net gain cial paper (the Globe) at Washington. In re
has returned to the Bar. We learn from the years.
held at Alfred, in said county, on the first;
In Waltham, Mass. 10th inst. Martha, daugh Monday in November next, at ten of thé
since the Electoral election in 1832 is 1091 ! gard to the publication of tljis letter the Na ArgiiS;11 that Mr. Hopkins, (who was the suc
ter
Of
Mr.
Elihu
Bryer,
of
Boothbay,
Me.
tional
Intelligencer
has
the
fallowing
re

But Baltimore stands not alone in throwing
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
cessor of Mr; Mellen in the office of President
x
they have, why the said account should not
off allegiance to the present corrupt admin marks :—
of the Cdfnberknd Bar, when the latter Was
SHIP NEWS’
be allowed.
The Post Master General, we regret to See’
istration. Jacksonism is prostrate through
raised to the Bench,) resigned his place on KENNEBUNK, OCTOBER 18, 1834.
Attest, Wm. Cutter AlleN, Register.
has
been
guilty
of
very
gross
violation
Of
of

out the State* The House of Delegates con
A true copy,—Attest,
ficial propriety, in a publication which he the 11th inst., and the ietired Chief Justice
arrived.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
sists of 80 members. The Whigs had 33 authorized or procured to be made in the was unanimously elected to fill the vacancy.”
Oct. 11.
Oct. 12—Sch. Grape, Ward, from Boston, bunand the tories 47 last year—leaving a Tory GoVefhfnent paper of yesterday. We allude
dry merchandise to sundry traders.
majority of 14 in that branch of the legisla to the promulgation of his official answer to
GREAT NATIONAL WORK,
Snow.—Wfe‘ perceive by tlte Norfidgewobk;
17—Sch. Ploughboy, Perkins, from Boston.
AMERICAN
MAGAZINE
ture. This year the Whigs have chosen 62 a call on him for certain information, by the Hallowell an4 Augusta papers, that snow fell
cleared
.
Committee of the Senate, now prosecuting
OF useful and entertaining knowledge;
13—Sch. Osprey, Perkins, Boston.
and the Tories only 18 members—so that the its investigation into the management of the in those towns on Monday evening and Tues
Illustrated with numerous Engravings,
17—Brig William, Ward, New Orleans.
Whig majority in the House of Delegates Post Office Department.
day morning last—the Hallowell Advocate
Bt THE BOSTON BEWICÜ COMPANY.
,
¿AILED.
What we deem reprehensible, and feel call says, ’ “ several inches probably fell, blit if
Will be 44 I—net gain since last year 58 ! ! !
15—Sbhs. OöpFey; Perkins, Boston; Columbus,
HE sucbeâ’s which has âtfènded the besf
Huff, dd.
Magazines trbih the English press, hasj
In Cecil County,—where a public dinner ed upon to condemn, is, that he should noton- did not remain Idng on the ground?
ly have refbsed to supply the information call
Memoranda.
led to preparations for issuing a periodical
was given to ex-Secretary Taney, by the To ed for by thé Committee, but that he should
At at Charleston, 2d, ship Berwick, Chand more particularly adapted to the wantsand
Hops.—Twenty loads of Hops; from Dix- ler, Liverpool, Aug. 16.
ries, not long since, on which occasion that have made his refusal the Occasion for an
taste of the American public. While it wilt
elaborate
party
appeal
through
the
newspa

.
Sailed
from Havfe, 26th Aug., barque Philetus be the object of the proprietors to make the
mont and that vicinity, (Penobscot County,)
gentleman made a long speech, defending his
’
pers, and having effected his purpose by di amounting in value, it is computed, to $8000, New York.
work strictly what its title indicates, it willown course and the conduct of the President vulging the transactions of an unfinished and
Ar. at Boston, IIth, schs. Pehobscot, Pone,
nevertheless, contain all articles of interest
in relation to the removal of the public monies still pending investigation. We think that all were carried to Bangor one day last week.— Wellg for Charleston ; Echo, Saco.
At Hamburg; about 23d Augüsty bdrques Bo to its patrons, which appear in foreign Mag
and declaring certain statements made by Mr. candid persons will agree with us, that in A quantity of hops, grown in China, (Kenne hemia,
Perkins, dis. ; Stag, Bdfnhatfi, do. : Pla azines.
Webster, in the Senate, to be false,—the Tory taking this step, the Post Master General has bec County,) have been purchased in Augus to, Wise, Philadelphia, 15.
Extensive preparations hâve beeri entered
been guilty of a violation of official propriety
At at Neto-York, I2th, brig Vernon, Merrill, into, both With Artists and Authors, to furmajority was eleven votes ! The Tories have and good faith. For the purpose of political ta this fall, for exportation.—Might not rfopg
Bremen,
60.
.
nish, from' all parts of the Union, drawings
hitherto had a majority of between 200 and effect, and to operate, doubtless, on pending be successfully and profitably cultivated in
,Ar. at New York, iäthqßch. New Hdpe, Crow afid illustrations of every subject of interest;
ell, Sädä.
300 in this county, and a few days prior to elections he has made use of transactions this county ?
Which the publishers confidently believe will
the election they claimed a majority of at between himself and the investigating com
enable them to issue a work honorable to its
mittee, which the committee itself he knew, (Ci?53A bill has been found by the Grand Jury
title, and acceptable to the American people.
least 300.
held in confidence.—What, let us ask, Would of Kennebec County, against Joseph J. Sager
The American Magazine is published
be thought of disclosures of an adverse char
monthly—each number Corttkihing between
Delaware.—The election for Inspectors, acter, if the example of the Post Master Gen of Gardiner, for the murder of his wife—(the
ISAAC FURBISH
forty and fifty imperial octavo pages, at Two'
in the State of Delaware, Was held on the 8th eral were followed by the Committee. Sup circumstances attending the dead» >»£ Mrs. S. HAS jtiet i-eee?v*d aWd
for
Dox-LAP c lies'
|Sajro! In vunvo.
general assortment of
It comprises—Portraits and Biographical
inst. It resulted gloriously for the Whig pose the Committee should, in the same spir we published last Week.) He will be tried
distinguished Americans; Viewtf
cause. In Newcastle CoUnty, where the it, give to the public, fttim day to day, an ac before the S. J. Couft, now sitting at Augus
ENGLISH & AMERICAN Sketches'of
count of their transactions, and of statements ta, on Thursday next, 23d inst.
of Public Buildings, Monuments, and Im
Jackson majority in 1832 was 420, the Whig of facts imperfectly developed ? Would not
DRY GOODS;
provements ; Landscape Scenery—the bound
majority is 2L In the County of Kent there the Post Master General complain, and justly
WEST IJVDIA E OfHiS If less variety and beauty of which, in this
T
hanksgiving.—Thursday, the 27th of
country, Will forni an unceasing source of in
is a Whig majority of 201 and in Sussex of cornplain, of unfairness towards him ? Doubt November next, is to be observed in Connec
GROCERIES ;
struction and gratification ; Engravings and
400. Kent and Sussex have always been less he would, and the presses of the Admin
istration from Maine to Georgia, would ring ticut, as a day of Public Thanksgiving. The
descriptions of thè character; hâbits, &c. of
opposed to the present national administra with denunciations of the committee for its
Birds, Beasts; Fished, and Insects, together
annual Thanksgiving will be observed in
ALSO, A HANDSOME ASSORTMENT OF
tion. In 1832 the Whig majority in the for violation of good faith and delicacy. The
subject c-jnuecieu
connected vvitri
with'mi
thé GeogW<
n
A
II with évery ouujtivi
NeW Hampshire the same day.
ElAIlD 11ARL & JOINER’S ¡raphy
mer was 185 and in the latter 387. The re considerations of propriety, then, Which have
. . .., Hrstorj,
„, Natural and Artificial
--------- 1 resour
JlOOES.
ces of the countrj; illustrated in a familiar’
Installation.—Rev. Enos Merrill was
sult of this election is the more gratifying, as imposed silence on the Cornmitteej Were
equally imperative on the Department, and
and popular manner.
Also, First Quality SPERM OIL ;
the choice of a U. Si Senator, in place of Mr. should have restrained the Post Master Gen installed over the Congregational Church in
Rectified do.—low priced.
FREEMAN HUNt; Agent
Clayton whose term expires it March next, eral from the breach of decorum into which Aina on the 8th inst. Sermon and conclu
of the Boston B&toick Compand.
All of which will be sold on the most
he has been hurried.
JVb. 47 Court-street.
reasonable terms.
ding prayer by Rev. Mh Johnson of Saco.
Will devolve on the next Legislature*
But it seems by his own annunciation,- that
CC/^Any person remitting the Agent, by
Kennebunk, Oct. 17, 1834.
mail, post paid, ten' dollar's, shall receive six
(C?^An address will be delivered before
Massachusetts*—A Convention of Whig 1 Ie* ‘ ost Master General has closed the doors
of his Department Upon the legal investiga
copies for one year—and continued as long
delegates, held at Andover on Monday last, tion which was ordered by the Senate. the “ York County Temperance Society,” at TEN UOEEARS REWARO. as the money is regularly forwarded.
Alfred,
on
Tuesday
evening
next,
(21st
ihSt.)
Sept. 9.
nominated Caleb Cushing of Newburyport, Wheil, before the present disjointed times,
HE house occupied by the subscriber; at
as a candidate for Member of Congress from would an Executive functionary have dared by Mr. John L. Hayes of South Berwick.
Acton Corner, was broken open on the
night of the 14th inst. and a valuable Watch,
AUCTION.,
the third Congressional District. There were to take such responsibility ? Was there ev
The publisher of the Concord N. U. States
er a time, in the history of this government,
ILL be sold at Public Aucfifty two delegates present, from the several Until precedents Were found in the conduct of man announces, in the last number of that pa Silver Spoons, and Wearing Apparel, &c. to
äggfl
the hmo’unt of W was stolen. Suspicions are
tion, on Saturday, 25th1
towns composing the district. The nomina the Chief Magistrate himself for such con pery that he has engaged the assistance of strong against a young man named Charles
||£ October, at 3 o’clock, P. M., the
tempt of authority, when the head of a de Jacob B. Moore, Esq. who will devote his or Charles H. Thompson; Who recently
tion was unanimous.
______ House, Out-Buildings and abouti
would have ventured to repel the
closed his apprenticeship at the Thomaston Acres good Land adjoining, formerly occupi
Mr. Everett, at the urgent solicitation of partment
inquiry of a Committee clothed with the au entire attention to the editorial department.
State Prison. Ha has been seen about here ed by R. Patten, as a Tavern Stand, 1-4 mils’
his political friends, has consented to With thority Of the Senate ? What Secretary or
within, a few days,- dressed rather decently, from Kennebunk Meeting Houéé, òn thé '
MORE OUTRAGES.
draw his resignation as representative in Con What Minister would have held his place an
with Brown Coat and Blue Pantaloons. The main road leading to Saco. Terms ««
The Van Buren then, We are told, contin watch was a double bottomed Silver one,
gress from Middlesex District, and to serve hour after taking such responsibility ?’
Kennebunk; Oct. 4, 1834.
It appears by the followingextract from the ue to exhibit the ferocity of that spirit which nearly new. The Spoons were all new,
for the remainder of his term.
led to the disgraceful outrages, at the election marked T. D. P. A double breasted CassiFOR SALE»
Mr. Briggs has been nominated for re-elec New York Commercial Advertiser, that the on Friday last, by tearing and defacing the mere Vest; a Changeable Silk Gown, a Silk
placards of the Mayor, offering a reward of Velvet Stock, a'nd two Silk Hdkfs. are a1- Four Oxen and Seven Cows,
tion to Copgress, by a Whig Convention in Committee has adjourned :
Berkshire District.
» We supposed the Post Office Committee $500, for the detection of the infamous assas mong the articles of wearing apparel Stolen. TOELONGiNG to the estate of Michael/ ‘
Were
yet in session, until yesterday, when we sin of Mr. Perry. Their motives, in doing The above reward will be paid for the appre -O Wt&e, deceased-at PUBLIC AUC-, '
Mr. Fowler has declined being considered
heard with astonishment that the Post Master this, are sufficiently apparent. They féa'f the hension of the thief^ and discovery of articles, T1ON, on Saturday, the eighteenth day of
the Jackson candidate for Lt* Governor.
General—unwilling, doubtless, to have fur detection of the miscreant who was guilty of and it is hoped the public will be on the alert October, at 2 o’clock P. M., at the late dwel
the outrage ; and, under all the hypocritical
ling-house of said Wise, unless previously
New Jersey.—Members of Congress, of ther corruptions disclosed—had shut the parade and show of mourning, by which they to bring the notorious villain to justice.
sold at private sale.
doors of the Department against the Com
SAMUEL C. ADAMS.
the Council and Assembly were chosen in mittee of Investigation!—They have there tire striving to throw from them this load of
Af*EX. WARJIEN, Jluctioneet.
Oct. 15,1834.
Kcnuebunfe, Get. 4,5834»« %
New Jersey on Tuesday and Wednesday last. fore adjourned, and the Globe has published infamy, we hope the truth may yet be reveal
a long electioneering letter addressed by Maj. ed, and that the guilty violators of the peace
COW WANTED,
We have no returns as yet*
GEOGRAPHY" FOR CHILDREN, by
Barry to the Committee,- but intended as an of our city may be brought to that justice RANTED immediately, by the subscriH. N. Brinsmade, late instructor in the
which
they
so
richly
merit.
In
every
direc

"
’
ber,
a
first
rate
New
Milch
Cow.
appeal
to
th'e
people,
ahd
for
effect
upon
Pennsylvania.—The returns of the votes
| American Asylum, Hartford, (Conn.)'Embel
pending elections. The publication of this tion we are told, that this work of mutilating
J. K. REMICH.
for Inspectors, from the interior counties of letter, in anticipation of the report of the and destroying the advertisement of that re
lished With numerous engravings iHiistrating
Kennebunk, Oct 17,1834.
the subjects, and ten neatly engraved maps*
Pennsylvania, show that there have been very Committee, is in itself gross impropriety, ward, emanating from the civil authorities of
Second edition revised.
great changes there against the administra which ought to be marked with the strongest the city, is carried on ; and we should sup
NOTICE.
An EssaY upon DEMONIACS1; With re-'.
pose that our mayor, who evinces so unyield
tion. The election of members of Congress reprehension. But the denial to a Commit ing a determination to do his duty, and pre
LL persons, having unsettled accounts. marks upon'the existence and influence of
tee
of
the
Senate,
Of
access
to
the
papers
of
with the firm of
took place on Tuesday last. We shall soon the Department, is an unheard-of contempt serve, if possible, the peace of our city, would*
fallen Spirits.
For sale bf
D. REMICH.
Co.
know, therefore, whether there have been of the Legislative authority of the nation. It be justified in offering at once, such a reward X.J,.
Kennebunk, Oct. 11,1834.
sufficient changes to alter the political has doubtless been done, with the consent for the detection of the authors of so gross ah previous to 1834, are requested to settle the
outrage as would insure their being brought sapie, before the close of the present year.
character of the delegation from that State. and approbation of the President, and at the to justice.— Ü. S. Gazette.
list of etters
the command of the Kitchen Cabinet.”
All such demands that remain unsettled at Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk-'
We think not. We shall not be disposed to
the close of the present year, they intend to
port, Oct. 1, 1834.
We have fallen on evil times indeed' F The
Outrages of the Office-holders.—Nothing advertise and sell at public auction.
grumble if our political friends hold their
A. B. D. F. G. K.
Post
Office
a
mere
electioneering
machinç
—
(says
the
Philadelphia
Intelligencer)
has
pro

Kennebunk-port, Oct. 18,1834.
own, against all the official1 influence, Mr. Ben
AMUEL ADAM S,-John BroWn 3d. 2,—
duced against the officerholders’ party in this
ton’s “ yellow jackets” and the bands of mer faithful and responsible incumbents ejected vicinity, so deep and pervading a feeling of
Samuel Durrill,—Capt. Leander Foss,1
2,—Timothy Ham, 2,—Jacqb Knight.
cenaries and bullies which were brought to from office for opinions’ sake, and- irrespon distrust and apprehension, as the attempts of
ANTED a thrifty Spring Pig, weighing
L. P. S. T. W.
sible party favorites appointed to their places the leaders to rouse their followers to violence
bear against them*
from 40 to 60 lbs, Enquire at the
George Perkins, Mrs. Mary Persons,—Capte
—the public money squandered—the public and bloodshed. The recent outrages, the V Y
office Of the Gazette.
Oli'ver Smith, 2,—Daniel Tnpp',—JosbiiW
Ohio.—The election of Governor,. Mem servants neglecting their official duties,, and employment of so large a body of foreign ptfo
Oct. 18,1834.
Wells,-James Waterhouse.
gilists
and
the
systematic
manner
in
which
bers of the State Legislature and Representa the People, through their representatives, de
OLIVER BOURN, P M.
they were directed to certain points, prove
tives in Congress took place in Ohio on Tues nied by their servants the information which conclusively that they were hired, paid and
. GRASS SEEIK
~
day last. The Whigs were confident of elect they have a right to demand I ! ! The Pres controlled by the leaders of the party.
HOMAS’ (old) FARMERS’ ALMA- TTERDS GRASS & CLOVER SEED'.
ident,
acting
on
his
own
responsibility,
seizes
ing their candidate for Governor, majorities
NACK, for 1835, calculated for the Xll For sale by MILLER & HALL.
upon the public treasure and removes it from
A letter from a respectable Mercantile
State of Maine.
of both branches of the State Legislature and the place appointed by law for its safe keep
Oct. 8,1834.____
;
house in Philadelphia, says that a second man
Robinson’s Maine Farmers’ Almanack.
a majority of the members of Congress. We ing—his subordinates, acknowledge no mas died on Tuesday, who was wounded at the
UME~
'
For
sale
at
the
publishers
’
prices
by
the
shall probably receive a few returns from ter but the chief and bid defiance to the Peo same Ward with Perry. The letter states
homaston lime.
For sale by
this State before the publication of our next ple. These things deserve the serious con that several others were very badly wounded. 1000, gross, dozen or single, by
D. REMICH.
MILLER & HALL
number
sideration of every well wisher to his country.
JV. Y Jour, of Com.
Kennebunk, Oct. 11^ 1834*
Oct. 8y 1834.
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POETRY
From the Maryland Advocate.

support himself by leaning over a picket
fence, when resting his head between two
pickets and his strength failing him, in that
situation he strangled and died.
____

I cannot love the girl whose smile
No glimpse of constancy discovers—
Who with a soft, unmeaning air,
Can entertain a score of lovers—
Whom all arc equal in her eyes,
And none are worthy of the prize.

STOVES! STOVES!

Fatent Sriek Owit.

î

PROBATE NOTICES.
HE subscriber has purchased the right
of building the Patent Brick Oven in At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, with
the towns of Kennebunk, Kennebunk-port,in and for the county of York, on the first
Wells, York, Eliot, Kittery, North-Berwick,
Monday of September, in the year of our
Berwick, South Berwick, Sanford and Leb
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
anon. The oven is heated without the use
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
of fire in the oven—so that it possesses the
Court:
important advantage of a clean bottom at
N the petition of Sarah Mitchell, wid
all times—it also holds heat much longer than
ow of Daniel Mitchell, late of Ken
the common oven. It may be built in new or
nebunk-port, in said county, deceased, pray
old chimnies.—This improvement deserves ing for an allowance out of the personal es
the particular attention of Bakers.
tate of said deceased :
For further particulars apply to
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
Gillpatrick & Hillard,
HOSAH GOODWIN.
tice thereof to all persons interested in said
AVE for sale, at their Store in Kenne
Kennebunk, Sept. 10, 1834.
estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
bunk, (next door east of Phineas
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, print
Stevens’ Silver Smith’s Shop,)
ed in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
SPERM OIE.
A large assortment of STOVES ; consisting of
7IALL Strained Sperm Oil for sale by successively, that they may appear at a Pro
bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said
4
MILLER & HALL.
Cooking Stoves ;
Sept. 19,1834.
___________ ___ county, on the first Monday in November
Parlour Stoves ; Fox Stoves,
next, at.ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer
POTATOES WANTED.
suitable for Meeting Houses. School Houses,
petition should not be granted.
"H
BUSHELS good assorted of said
Stores, Shops, &c. &c.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
wW
Potatoes
wanted
by
also—An assortment of
A true copy,—Attest,
MILLER & HALL.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
FIRE FRAMES.
Sept. 19,1834.
Sept. 27.
Cast Iron Oven Mouths.

T

Days of the Creation.—Supposing that
there are inhabitants at the poles of the
earth, how must they understand the days
of the creation ? To them a day of light is
6 months long, and a night of darkness 6
months long, and the day made up of night
Nor can I love the girl whose heart
For mine has never felt a thrill,
and day covers a year and it is a day too,
Who meets me cold, and when we part
limited by morning and evening. Such
Forgets me, and is colder still ;
persons, therefore, must suppose upon the
Whose breast, as cold as winter’s stream,
literal understanding of the days of creation,
Has felt no passion but esteem.
that at least six years were employed upon
Nor can I love the gay coquette,
the work. So also at the polar circles there
Who by her fascinating power,
is every year one day that is one continued
Would catch a thousand in her net,
vision of the sun for 24 hours ; while every
Her sport to be a single hour,
And leave them there, nor care to see
where within the polar circles the day and
Her captives set at liberty.
nights respectively are for six months more
than 24 hours, extending even as we ad
Nor can I love the meek of soul,
vance towards the poles through the time of
Who’s neither pleasing nor offending,
Whose days in useless calmness roll,
many of our days and nights.
How are
Nor worse than first, and never mending ;
the inhabitants of these regions, to under
Whose bosom’s feelings cold would be,
stand the week of creation if limited to the
Persons wishing to purchase are invited to
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within
To every moving sympathy.
Please to Take Notice.
literal interpretation of the inspired record ? call and examine for themselves. They have
and for the county of York, on the first
LL
persons
indebted
to
the
subscriber,
Nor can I love the forward Misson hand an extensive assortment, of different
Professor Silliman.
are requested to call, settle and pay, j Monday of September, in the year of our Lord
In company so teasing—
sizes, all of which will be sold at very low previous to the last day of November next, as j eighteen hundred and thirty four, by the Hon
Who speaks of that—and talks of this,
orable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
Miss Martineau.—We understand that prices.
And thinks she’s mighty pleasing ;
Q^Stove Apparatus furnished at all demands remaining unpaid at that time
said Court:
She tells me all she knows—and more I
Miss Martineau is in person very attractive, short notice. (('^’Funnel made and repaired. will positively be left with an Attorney for
N the petition of Edmund Coffin, a cred
Forgets and tells it o’er and o’er.
collection.
S.
L.
BRAGDON.
and of manners quite prepossessing ; being
Kennebunk, Sept. 26, 1834.
itor of the estate of Nath'l Pillsbury,
Wells,
Jkugust
17,
1834.
yet scarcely over 30, and quite the reverse
But I can love the girl whose smile
late of Sbapleigh, in said county, deceased,
Is seen to play for me alone,
of the miserable caricature sketch of her in
praying that administration of the estate of
NEW PIER.
WOOD WAMTE»
Who scorns a simple coquette’s guile—
Fraser’s Magazine, which nothing but ma
HE subscribers wish to purchase 150 said deceased may be granted to him the said
Who’s neither meek nor forward grown,
EALED
PROPOSALS
will
be
received
1
cords of good Oak and Maple wood. Edmund :
lignant envv could have created. She will
Whose heart was never known to rove—
by the subscriber, until the 1st day of
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
ALSO
pass a part of the winter at Washington,
Who loves as well as I can love.
50 Cords of good Hard Pine Wood, for tice thereof to all persons interested in said
where she will have a rich treat for her November next, for the following description
of Stone, to be used in a Pier to be erected at which the highest market price will be paid. estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
graphic talent of delineation, and will be the entrance of Kennebunk River.
WHAT IS GLORY.
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
herself a lion. She will also visit New Or
What is glory ?—Ask the- Printer,
First—1231 tons of headers for the face of Kennebunk, Sept. 20,1834.
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
Laboring hard both night and day—
leans, and thence return to the Mississippi the wall, in blocks from 3 feet 5 inches to 7
successively, that they may appear at a Pro
Stewed in summer—froze in winter—
through the western states to New York, so feet 6 inches long, and weighing one and a
bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said
Commissioners^
Notice..
He would tell you—better pay !
as to be in Boston next summer. We doubt half tons and upwards.
HE subscribers having been appointed county, on the first Monday in November
Second—704 tons of stretchers for faces, in
by the Judge of Probate for the county next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
Ask delinquents—What is glory?
not our countrymen as w’ell as citizens at
They'll repay with scoffs and sneers,
of York to receive and examine the claimsshew
of cause, if any they have, why the prayer
large, will treat her with every hospitality. blocks not under two feet in width, or one
’Tis like printer’s—an old story—
of said petition should not be granted.
and a half tons in weight.
5
N. Y. Eve. Star.
the creditors of
Promised pay for many years.
Third—150 tons thorough headers, extend
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
GEORGE HUSSEY,
A true copy—Attest,
ing from one face of the wall to the other, 6 late of Kennebunk, in said county, esquire,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
A lady writing from Paris gives this in- feet
(
DESCRIPTION OF A SNEEZE,
7 and a half inches long, weighing not deceased, (whose estate is represented insol
By an Italian wit.—Translated by Leigh Hunt. formation
Sept. 20.
than one and a half tons and averaging vent,) hereby give notice that six months from
“ I must not conclude my let- less
]
What a moment ! What a doubt!
and three quarters tons each.
ter without telling you of the lovely carpets one
,
September 1st, 1834, have been allowed to
DR. "JUDKINS’”
All my nose, inside aud out,
Fourth—-107 cubic yards, in blocks three said creditors to bring in and prove their
we make. 1 have already taken my part in
All my thrilling, tickling, caustic,
feet
wide
and
not
under
five
feet
long,
to
be
SPECIFIC
OINTMENT.
claims
;
and
that
we
will
attend
the
service
two of them, and am going to commence
Pyramidic rhinocerostic,
measured in the wall after being roughly assigned us at the office of E. E. Bourne, m THIS valuable medicine is celebrated
one for myself immediately. The plan is
Want to sneeze, and cannot doit !
hammered.
Kennebunk aforesaid, on the last Saturday m
for curing the following diseases:
Now it yearns me—thrills me—stings me,
this; you buy as many squares of coarse
Fifth—89 yards of Capping, in blocks six September, and the last Saturdays of the five
Now with rapturous torment wrings me,
White Swellings of every description ; Sore
canvass
as
will
cover
your
room,
and
you
feet
long
and
not
under
two
and
a
half
feet
following
months,
from
2
o
’
clock
to
4
o
’
clock
Now says “ Sneeze, you fool, get through it.”
Legs and Ulcers of long standing ; Glandu
give a square to each of your friends to fill average width, to be measured in the wall in the afternoon of said days.
Shee—slice—Oh, tis most del—ishi—
lar tumors ; Felons or Catarrhs ; Rheumat
after
being
roughly
hammered.
up
for
you,
according
to
her
taste.
One
EDWARD
E.
BOURNE,
Ishi—ishi—most del—ishi ;
ic pains of the Joints ; Sprains, Bruises
Sixth—794 Tons of blocks for the heart of
(Hang it, I shall sneeze till Spring)
JAMES OSBORN, Jr.
does a dog, another a bird, a third a cat,
Snuff’s a most delicious thing.
and Tetters ; Chilblains or parts affected by
Kennebunk, Sept. 1,1834.
another flowers, a fifth chooses a Cashmeie, the wall, each weighing one ton and upwards.
Seventh—620 Tons of rubble and ballast.
frost. It is also good for Scalds and Burns.
or a Greek, or Persian pattern ; another
All the above described blocks must be
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
NOTICE.
For glandular swellings, it is superior to
person does some other. Whether animals well split, squared, free from wind, and may
LL persons, against whom the subscriber any medicine yet known. It is much safer
birds or flowers, the ground of each square vary in thickness or rise from 18 to 24 in
has unsettled demands, previous to than mercurial applications, fas it does not
SEVENTH REPORT of the AMERI is filled according to the fancy of the work ches in such proportions of each rise as
1834, are requested to settle the same, before
CAN TEMPERANCE SOCIETY.
contain the smallest atom of that mineral,)
er : so you have a square with black, an may be required by the Government Agent. the close of the present year.
because it does not lay the patient liable to
This report which is just published, is di other with white, blue, red, green, violet,, The delivery of the Stone to commence on
All such demands that remain unsettled at
vided into four parts, viz :
&c. &c. &c.; in short you have the great■ the first of May, and to be completed by the the close of the present year, he intends to injury from exposure to cold.
It cures the worst Felons or Whitlows on
I. The principles illustrated by the
est variety possible in colors and patterns., first of September, 1835.
advertise and sell at public auction.
Each proposal must state distinctly what
the application of forty-eight hours. Rheu
Temperance Reformation.
When all are done they are sewed together quantity of Stone will be furnished, and no
¿Git, Lost or Missed.
II. Its progress and present state
in a manner that the stitches are invisible,’ contract will be entered into without sureties
SHAW’S Collection of Music, with matisms which have stood so long as to be
throughout the world.
and I can assure you that you have the for its faithful performance.
• the name ‘ D. Perkins’ written on a come a systematic disorder, require medi
Hl. An exhibition of the principles and most bizarre and the most beautiful carpet
blank leaf; and Tardy’s French Dictionary.cine to be taken inwardly to remove them
The proposals must also state the price of
Whoever has either or both of these books, entirely. But in most cases, by applying
precepts of the Bible, showing that they ut possible.”
Stone per ton, or cubic yard, if delivered at
terly forbid the traffic in Ardent Spirit, to be
the work to be erected, and laid in their proper and will inform the owner whether he in this ointment externally as directed, it will
TPitinw».—FA native of the place at such points as the Snperintendant of tends ever to return or keep them, shall re give relief.
used as a drink, and of course that they for
bid the making or continuing «flaws which Emerald Isle called yesterday on a physi the work shall direct, and what price if deliv ceive the thanks of BURLEIGH SMART.
CERTIFICATES.
Kennebunk, Sept. 12, 1834.
authorize this traffic by licensing them to cian of this city to get some advice respect ered on such wharves as shall be designated
WASHINGTON, MARCH 22, 1820.
in Kennebunk-port.
purchase it.
ing his fut, as he called it.
Sir—My son being afflicted for more
The Pier is to be constructed of blocks
NOTICE.
IV. Addresses.
“ What’s the matter with your foot ?”
of stone laid in regular courses, the number
HE subscriber having contracted with than five years with White Swelling, and
1st. To moderate drinkers.
li And that’s what I’d be afther axin yer of which will depend upon the thickness and
the town of Kennebunk, to support the having applied every remedy recommended
2d. To those who furnish them with Ar own self, docthor.”
may vary as above stated, from 18 to 24
by the most eminent physicians within my
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
inches. The width of the wall will be 13i notice that he has made suitable provision for reach, without success, I at length procured
“ Well, let me see it.”
dent Spirits.
3d. To ministers of the Gospel of every
The patient then rolled up one leg of his feet at the base, and 6 feet at the summit. It them at the town Work-House, and hereby onejug of Dr. Judkins’ Patent Specific Oint
will average 19 feet high, and about 240 feet forbids all persons harboring or trusting any
denomination.
pantaloons above the knee.
ment, and state, for the benefit of the afflict
of the Paupers of said town, as he is deter ed, that before one jug was used a perfect
4tb. To members of Christian churches
“ You need’nt do that,” said the doctor, long.
The two upper courses will be connect mined to pay no bill for their support.
throughout the world.
“ it’s your foot that I want to see.”
cure was effected. My son has enjoyed
ed with each other, secured to the work
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
This report we recommend to the careful
“ To be sure, docthor ; and here it is.” beneath—so as to constitute one solid mass,
good health ever since. 1 have no doubt,
Kennebunk,
May
1,
1834.
perusal of the whole community, as a lumin So saying he pointed to his ham.
5<| feet thick and 240 feet long
to the Ointment alone he is indebted, as
ous and powerful exhibition of great moral
BARNABAS PALMER Agent.
The doctor laughed aloud, and asked him
Shingles, Clapboards^ &c. nothing else was used for more than nine
principles in their practical application to if that was a place for an Irishman’s foot.
Kennebunk, Sept. 27, 1834.
"OINE, Spruice and Hemlock Shingles of a months before the application of the Oint
jL
superior quality, Spruice Clapboards ment.
this most important subject.
Especially
tl I called it so out iv politeness, docthor,
Respectfully,
EIST OF EEtTEJRS
and Hemlock Boards, for sale by
would we recommend it to all who are ac becaze the paple are very particular in
JOHN COCKE.
MILLER & HALL.
Remaining in the Post Office at North-Bercustomed to drink ardent spirits, to all who Ameriky.”
Messrs. O. & S. Crosby.
Gent.—I
Kennebunk,
Sept.
13.
wiek,
Me.
Sept.
30,1834.
are in any way connected with the traffic in “Do you think it sounds more polite to
am much indebted to you for your kindness
A. B. C. D.
it, or who have any doubt whether this traf say /tzi than ham ?”
Beal Estate for Sale.
in sending me some of Dr. Judkins’ Specific
BRAHAM ANDREWS, Berwick, Charles
fic is forbidden by the word of God.
We
“ Then, faith, I’m thinkin it does that,
HE subscriber offers for sale Ointment—it has proved most valuable to
Andrews,
Berwick,
John
Avery,
Ber

would also most"earnestly recommend it to docthor. It smells too much of the pig,
his House and the land ad my Son who has been for many years afflict
wick, Ephraim Allen, Andrew Allen, Sanford
all Ministers of the gospel, and members of that same ham—I would’nt spake it on no
joining, pleasantly situated in the
—Joel Billings, Charles Brooks, Berwick,
village of Kennebunk. The dwel ed with the Chilblains, and was obliged to
Christian Churches of all denominations account at all at all.”—Tran.
Samuel Butler, Berwick,—Asenath Chesley,
wear India Rubber Shoes, winters, until I
throughout the world. It is the same size
Berwick, Asenath Clark, Berwick, Mary, Ann, ling- house is two stories high, well finished made use of this Ointment, which has pro
and
was
built
but
a
few
years
ago.
The
of the last Reports, and is designed to be
A Dandy’s Brains.—Not long ago, a Joan & Elizabeth Colcord, Berwick,—Levi
whole or a part of the land would be sold ved an entire remedy. And it has proved
bound with them. It is sold wholesale and couple of fellows in New York happened to Dollaff, Berwick.
with the House, as would best suit the pur the best remedy for Soresand wounds of
retail, by Seth Bliss, Boston, and by various take a fancy to a young lady, and one of
F. G. H. L. M.
Elizabeth H. Frost,—Peter Grant,—Abra chaser. Possession would be given in De every description that I ever made use of..
other Booksellers in different parts of the them, who was a dandy, sent to the other a
cember next. It will be sold at a fair price
Yours very Respectfully,
United States. The avails are to be devo challenge, which was accepted, and accor ham Henderson, Oliver Hill, Berwick, Fran and on good terms. Persons wishing to pur
PARLEY GODDARD.
cis
Heard,
Samuel
Ham,
Berwick,
—
J.
S.
ted to the promotion of the Temperance dingly they went to the Jarseys to try the
chase are invited to call and examine the
Ladd.
Berwick,
—
R.
E.
Messenger,
Berwick.
Worcester,
Mass.,
April 8, 1834.
. cause.
cold lead. The seconds loaded their pistols
premises.
Q. R. S. T. V. W.
August 2, 1834.
’•
P. S, All editors of papers, friendly to with nothing but powder. The one who
A
lso
—
A
Pew,
on
the
lower
floor
of
the
Nathaniel Quint,—Caroline Rogers,—Sold wholesale and
¡1 by JOHN
the cause of temperance, are requested to received the challenge put a rotten egg into Thomas Shapleigh, Berwick,—Mary Thurell, Meeting-House of the Second Parish.
Persons indebted to the subscriber are LILLIE, Kennebunk'-, Nathan Kendall,
insert the above in their publications.
his pocket ; and when the pistols were dis Jesse Tibbets, Berwick,—Elijah Varney, Ber
requested to call and make immediate pay Alfred: Wm. C. Stimpson,& Co. No. 134,
charged, the dandy standing ready to fall wick,—Linzee Wallis, Berwick.
ment, in order that he may be enabled to South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, & Co.
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
Labor performed under the influence of from fright, received the egg plump in his
meet the demands against him.
No. 78 and 79, Commercial Street $ S- Nintoxication cannot compete with total ab forehead, which felled his spindled shanks
H. CHADBOURNE.
Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 and 92, Wash
stinence labor/ If,;therefore, th$ mechan xfuini . tQ^the.ground—and he applied both
Kennebunk, August 22, 1834.
ington St. ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13,
ics of our country" wish to prosper, and see his hands to his face, scraped off the mo Remaining in the Post Office at Kennebunk,
Cornhill, Boston.
the wants of the country supplied by their ving matter, and turning his eyes mournfully
Sept. 30, 1834.
own instead of foreign industry, let them towards heaven, exclaimed, “ O God, see
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
without delay come forward and adopt the my brains !”—Lowell Bulletin.
JESSE^^RRJLBEE'
AMES BURNHAM, Ivory Billings,—
pledge. No government duty would so
Doct. Henry Clark, L. H. M. Cochran, Has for sale at his Shop in
effectually protect our industry.—Foreign
Humphrey Chadbourn, Ebenezer Cleaves,
The greatest learning is to be seen in the
Kennebunk-port,
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
Miss Elizabeth J. Cleaves, Miss Mary Clark,
competition would not only be driven from greatest plainness.
LARGE
assortment of STOVES, viz :
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli
—Richard Davis, William Drown,—Benja
our markets, but we should see fabricks
7 different patterns of COOKING
cation. See directions.
min Elwell,—Daniel Gillpatrick, Miss Adafashioned by the strong and skillful hands
STOVES and a variety of FIRE FRAMES.
MILLER # BULL
HE character of this celebrated Oint
line
Goodale,
Samuel
Jellison.
of our clear headed tempera'nce men, find
ALSO,
OULD notify all those with whom they
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,,
H. 1. J. K. L. M.
ing their way throughout the world, whereSIX PLATE & BOX STOVES, suitable
have unsettled accounts of more than
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
Alvah
Hill,
Miss
Maria
Huston,
—
Mrs.
Ab

Meeting-houses,
School-houses,
Stores,
for
ever we are admitted on equal terms, and
six months standing, that settlement must
be Jefferds, Kennebunk Gazette, Joseph
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of
igail
Shops, &c., which he will sell as reasonable
taking the place of those formed by the be made by the 1st of December next.
Kimball, Jacob Knight, Miss Lucy M. Kim as can be purchased in Boston or elsewhere. pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar
Likewise all who are indebted to them, and ball,—Miss Jane Littlefield, William Lord,
sotted intellect and nerveless arm of intem
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
ALSO,
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS,
perance. The assertion is made without have engaged to pay in Lumber, Wood or John Lewis, Samuel H. Littlefield, Benjamin
A good assortment of TIN WARE—
the fear of contradiction, that should the Country Produce, must bring those articles Littlefield,—George W. Miles, Samuel Mitch Copper Tea Kettles.—Sheet Iron Funnel made which are so eminently useful for removing
all Jaundice and Billions complaints.
heads of each manufacturing establishment very soon, or cash will be expected.
ell.
and repaired at short notice.
Kennebunk, Oct. 3,1834.
Afresh supply is just received,, and for sale by
N.
O.
P.
Q.
R.
S.
in our land, sign the pledge of total absti
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 23, 1834.
JOHN LILLIE,. Kennebunk,
Samuel Pike,—J. K. Remich, 2,—Phineas
nence, and induce all their journeymen and VALUABLE BOOKS.
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
Stevens, Miss Mary K. Stevens, Mrs. Eunice
NOTICE.
apprentices to do the same, it would operate ABBOTT’S (Jacob) Young Christian ;
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
Simpson, 2, George Storer Wells.
HE subscriber, having contracted with and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hasting»,
as favorably as a protecting duty of 25 per
Abbott’s (Jacob) Corner Stone ;
T.
U.
V.
W.
X.
Y.
Z.
the overseers of the poor of the town Marsh & Co. W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J.F.
cent, on all our manufacturing industry. It Abbott’s (J. S. C.) Mother at Home ;
Augustus Thorndike, Stephen Thurston,
Hall
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
 and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
has been tested in many establishments and Abbott’s (Jacob) Fire Side Piety ;
Mrs. Lydia Tindal, Miss Abigail Taylor, Mrs. ing to said town, and having made provision be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
Spurzheim on Education;
found true.— Temp. Rec.
Hannah Thompson,—Capt. Thomas Wiles, for their support accordingly, he therefore
Sketches ; by Mrs. Sigourney ;
George Wise, 2, Miss Hannah E. Whitten.
forbids all persons harboring or supporting
Worcester’s Last Thoughts on Important
JAMES OSBORN, Jr. P. M.
Effects of intoxication.—On Sunday
any pauper of the town of Wells, on his
Subjects ;
night last, we are informed by the Long Sprague’s Hints on the intercourse of Christ
account, except where he has made an agree 1/^SACKS FINE LIVERPOOL
SALT, for sale at Boston prices by
Island Farmer, a Mr. Coe came to his
ODFISH, of prime quality, for sale by ment tor so doing.
ians ;
MILLER & HALL.
JOSIAS LITTLEFIELD.
MILLER & HALL.
death in the following manner, at Jamaica
For sale by
D. REMICH.
Oct. 4,1834.
Wells, August 4,1834.
| Oct. 2,1834.
Kennebunk, Sept. 26,1834.
South. , Being intoxicated he attempted to
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